A common larger animal popular with hunters
These come in black, brown, grizzly and polar varieties
Often called buffalo
Look among the rocks on the coast and you may see __
__ are common in wetland areas; toads are found in dry areas
Mountain __ can be found at high altitudes
Groups of elk travel in __ in mountainous areas
Large birds with long necks that like fish
A rodent that is found most everywhere
Aquatic mammals that are common on the west coast
Type of fish that prefer cool mountain waters
Forest-dweller known for making dams
Also known as a mountain lion
Smaller than a wolf, but common on the plains
Hawks and __ are common birds of prey
Coastal gamefish that comes in many varieties
Found everywhere; some can swim; some are dangerous
Small ones are cute, snapping ones can bite
__, ants and other bugs like to visit when you’re on a picnic
Four-legged reptiles common in the southwest U.S.
Common coastal bird that can also venture inland
If you go to a city park, you might see a __ or chipmunk
Florida is know for these dangerous reptiles
Take some repellant or these guys may be out for your blood
Fast, long-legged bird found in the southwest U.S.
Noisy, bark-pounding bird found in wooded areas
Small bird capable of hovering for nectar
Smaller than a groundhog, these live in "towns"